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Newsletter 2179
All penang Hash House Harriets would like to offer Big Willy
their sincere condolences on the death of his mum. May her soul
rest in peace. Hari harimau and Big Willy have gone to UK for the
memorial service.
GM’s Note:
Run Site- Info Centre Youth Park
As the Diwali/Deepavali run was organized by the Indian Members, I took the opportunity NOT to do the run
but stay behind and check on the rest of the organization. The run had been set by Goodyear, Alexis and
Linda, who is a THK Member and after the welcoming speeches GY pointed in the direction of Youth Park and
said “IT’S THAT WAY!” with a flourish. The pack duly trudged off with barely a spring in their step perhaps
anticipating a long Goodyear run despite his saying it was a “simple one”.

It was not a big crowd at the beginning but I was wary knowing that a large dinner crowd could descend upon
us a little later. The caterer started to make Dosai around 6.45pm which the run-setters were the first to
enjoy. Light and fluffy, they were delicious especially with the coconut chutney.
By 7pm the sun was all but down and the pack started to return, many, I heard later, having done their own
run saying they couldn’t find the paper as their excuse. How come others did though?? The last to return was
Huge sometime after 8pm and by then most of the pack had eaten their fill of the freshly cooked dosai,
together with delicious mutton and chicken curries, veggies, poppadum and chutney. Not forgetting the ‘tid
bits’ being passed around earlier in the evening. Take Care had also brought along some young green
mangoes to be given away. With Longhair and Spermwhale turning up for their dinner and Pauline donating 6
slabs of, thereby promoting her, fizzy drinks, and Monty also turning up with his medical reports, the evening
settled down to the usual enjoyable night of drinks and chat after the circle was concluded.

Circle:
1. Guests, Darvin, W’Anchor, Melons, Gordon and Craig were duly welcomed.
2. W’Anchor announced that the 6th Annual Pub Crawl would be held on Friday 13th December – Theme
HORROR! Starting venue to be announced later after much recceing!!
3. The GM put Spermwhale on ice for only coming for the food these days.
4. Next on ice was Mike Maquire who after being interviewed for a while was duly named “PUSSY
WHIPPED” and duly anointed by W’Anchor.
5. In return, the newly named ‘Pussy Whipped’ charged the GM with taking nearly 9 months to give him
a hash name. Protestations by the GM were duly ignored of course!!
6. Goodyear brought a charge from the floor against W’Anchor for washing his privates in public. He
apparently was seen using the hose pipe, which was very short, causing W’Anchor to do some very
imaginative and flexible posturing to wash himself….but in the public eye!!
7. Goodyear then charged Tiny and Speedhound with NOT following paper and doing their own run.
8. Key in the Crack @Pauline wanted to make an announcement which turned into an impromptu sales
pitch, for her promotion of fizzy drinks. As a bribe she donated 6 slabs of the said product to the Club
but she still had to sit on the ice. Beer would be better next time though!!
9. The last icing for the evening was in recognition of all those involved in organizing, setting and helping
make the evening a great success. Thank you all.
Burst
Scribe: Akz Hole
Having missed quite a number of runs recently and having had a lovely vacation, mainly involving
eating and drinking with little exercise, I was beginning to feel somewhat lazy. Sitting behind a desk
doesn’t help either and so when I got the chance to be at the Diwali Run I grabbed it with both hands
and duly turned up on time raring to go. IDIOT!!
After Goodyear saying ‘simple run’ and pointing in the opposite direction of where we would normally
go, I was surprised that no-one asked how many checks, bars there were. Must be a new thing I said
to myself. Never mind let’s just go with the flow and see where it takes us.
It took us pretty much in reverse of the usual run but even by the time I got to the track leading to the
top of Youth Park I was blowing hard and berating myself for being fired up to do this when I could so
easily have remained by the beer wagon and made my excuses for not running. Nevertheless on I
trudged somewhere near the front and then into the bush for a short climb up to the horizontal road
that heads towards the Lemongrass pathway. Here we hit our first check. We could hear calls to our
left (lemongrass way) of ‘Checking’ and I saw Speedhound, closely followed by Darvin heading into the
middle pathway, so I decided to check the pathway at the corner to the right and sure enough there
was the trail. “On Paper” was called and passed back by the others so all should have known where

the true path lay. On I went leading the pack but it wasn’t long before we hit a bar. By this time a
number of hounds were together and so it quite easy to find paper once again only to be foxed very
quickly afterwards by yet another bar. However by this time we were getting wiser and paper and trail
found quite easily. So within a short distance from the start we had hit a check and 2 bars already,
none of which was hard to break but did do its job in getting the pack together.
On and up we went. By now Melons, Gordon, and Alastair were leading whilst I was beginning to huff
and puff behind. At the steep on up to number 5 (is it point 6 or 6.5 – I don’t know) I was hoping the
trail wasn’t going there but sure enough it turned up. Just as I was getting myself geared up for the
climb I saw the FRBs returning with calls of ‘bar’ so taking a thankful breath I went straight on and not
up!
This trail however does go up anyway and so soon after starting the climb the previous FRBs, Gordon,
Melons and Alastair passed me once again and I never saw them again until back at the run-site.
However Suaran, Mike Maquire and myself were steadily hauling ourselves up and up the track until
we hit the connecting trail leading up further towards No.39. At this point who should be coming the
other way none other than W’Anchor and Pukka Sahib would had effectively done the run in reverse
having not turned around at the beginning when the trail was found. Mike was beginning to struggle
with his knee and turned around to meet up with Silentman and Edna and head back, whilst Suaran
and I headed on up to the top and on to 39.
We got there around 7pm and it was already getting dark, so with a quick drink we hit the downward
trail from 39 to 45 and then along the lower ridge track and back to camp via the lemongrass route.
Other than the three FRBs I mentioned earlier and the two doing the reverse run no-one passed us at
all and so it was with some surprise that on our return at 7.45pm we found most of the pack already
tucking joyfully into dinner, all washed and clean, showing they must have returned quite some time
ago having SCBd. Not long after us Edna, Mike, Toddy and Silentman, returned with Mike looking
surprised to see us back before him!!
I admit I did find it quite tough going up in places, especially since I hadn’t done anything for a while
and I must have also been blowing quite hard on times, as Suaran said he could have heard me
coming from miles away!! I even questioned myself as to WHY? WHY? WHY? was I torturing myself in
such a way but once having hit the top I felt good that even with my bulk and lack of recent exercise I
could still do the climb with reasonable speed. Completing the whole run was self satisfying and
despite my leg muscles beginning to protest somewhat, I did feel quite pleased with the evening’s
workout.
Thanks to Goodyear, Alexis and Linda for setting a good run. It was a pity that so few actually
completed the whole thing though.
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This week Birthday greetings go to:

Gracie

manikam
Happy Birthday to you!!!!!

Invitation runs:
December 2013
6-8 December 2013 Royal Selangor Club 3H – Diamond Jubilee
Reg: RM 150 until 31/3/13. RM200 until 30/6/13. RM250 after that. No guarantee of
freebies after 1/10/13. Go to: http://www.rschhhdiamondrun2013.com

February 2014
Seberang Perai 4H 12th Anniversary 22nd February 2014
Registration 1500 hrs. Run 1700 hrs. Cost Rm80
Venue Kim Mah Restaurant Bkt Tambun Seberang Perai
Closing date Nov 30th 2013 (NB. Limited Invitation so get in early to avoid
disappointment)
March 2014
Interhash 2014 March 13th-16th 2014 Hainan Island, China
http://www.hainaninterhash2014.com
July 2014
10th Malaysian Nash Hash 11-13 July 2014
Hosted by the Sibu Hash House Harriers in Sibu, Sarawak.
See: www.malaysiannashhash2014.com
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By taking part in a Hash House Harriets Penang run or event, you agree not to hold
the organisers or any affiliated individual responsible for any injury or mishap that
may happen to you.

